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12/06/2023Q&R has been awarded a new IT project by Information Society for theMinistry of Digital Governance

The consortium, consisting of the companies "VODAFONE PANAFON S.A. - COSMOS COMPUTERS S.A. - QUALITY &RELIABILITY  S.A.,"  has  signed  a  Framework  Agreement  with  eleven  other  contractors  for  the  project  titled"Development of Internet Services (Web Services) to Achieve Interoperability among the Information Systems ofPublic Administration." Quality & Reliability S.A. holds a 24.5% stake in the consortium, and the total budget forthe project amounts to €22,500,000.00 plus VAT, with the consortium's share corresponding to €1,875,000.00plus VAT.Process of signing Executive ContractsFollowing the signing of the Framework Agreement with the twelve (12) Contracting Parties, the Project will bedivided into individual Sub-projects, according to the specific needs of the Ministry of Digital Governance. Theexact  scope,  total  price,  and  execution  timelines  of  each  Sub-project  are  not  known  in  advance  but  will  bedetermined with each respective Executive Contract signed between the Contracting Authority and the respectiveContractor.Purpose of project The object of the Framework Agreement is the provision of a specialized package of Internet services for thedevelopment  of  G2G  (Government-to-Government)  web  services  among  the  information  systems  of  publicadministration bodies. The goal is to achieve interoperability between them and facilitate the following:
 Transactions between government agencies (G2G) that are considered a necessary condition for further e-Government initiatives. This effectively ensures interoperability between public administration bodies andenhances the automatic retrieval of supporting documents.
 Transactions between public administration bodies and citizens (G2C), as well as between agencies andbusinesses  (G2B).  This  direction  aims  to  strengthen  the  National  Portal  gov.gr  by  introducing  andactivating additional e-Services.
 The creation and provision of services of common interest for public administration bodies, which willenable the upgrading of electronic services offered by agencies to the highest possible level of digitization,per service.The implementation schedule of the project is 36 months.

Q&R has implemented and supported the productive operation of complex and critical Information Systems, basedon cutting-edge technologies, for numerous organizations and businesses in Greece and abroad. In its thirty yearsof operation, it has made significant contributions to the digital modernization of the broader public and privatesectors and the creation of value and competitive advantage for its clients through its technical expertise andinnovative software products.
For further information or clarification, you can contact Ms. Giota Zorbanou, Press Office Manager, at +30 210-8029409 (gzor@qnr.com.gr). 
The above text, as well as additional details, are available on Q&R's website at www.qnr.com.gr.
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Q&R's client portfolio currently includes more than 250 large organizations and businesses from the private andpublic sectors. Leveraging new technologies, the company develops new solutions in the field of cloud services,offering modern services specifically designed for small and medium-sized enterprises.
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